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Abstract
We present a microfluidic platform for two-dimensional manipulation of water droplets
immersed in bulk oil-based ferrofluid. Although non-magnetic, the droplets are
exclusively controlled by magnetic fields, without any pressure-driven flow. The
diphasic fluid layer is trapped in a submillimeter Hele-Shaw chamber that includes
permalloy tracks on its substrate. An in-plane rotating magnetic field magnetizes the
permalloy tracks, thus producing local magnetic gradients, while an orthogonal
magnetic field magnetizes the bulk ferrofluid. To minimize the magnetostatic energy of
the system, droplets are attracted towards the locations of the tracks where ferrofluid is
repelled. Using this technique, we demonstrate synchronous generation and propagation
of water droplets, analyze PIV data of the bulk ferrofluid flow and study the kinematics
of propagation. In addition, we show controlled break-up of droplets and
droplet-to-droplet interactions. Finally, we discuss future applications owing to the
potential biocompatibility of the droplets.
1 Introduction
Magnetic forces can be used actuate objects that are solid (particles), liquid (droplets),
or gas (air bubbles) offering potential technological advantages over electric
forces [Pamme(2006)]. There is a plethora of techniques for the manipulation of
paramagnetic objects such as magnetic microbeads attracted by permanent magnets,
electromagnets [Deng et al.(2001)Deng, Whitesides, Radhakrishnan, Zabow, and
Prentiss,Smistrup et al.(2006)Smistrup, Tang, Hansen, and Hansen] or
spin-valves [Lagae et al.(2002)Lagae, Wirix-Speetjens, Das, Graham, Ferreira, Freitas,
Borghs, and De Boeck], including beads used in applications towards labeling or
separating targeted particles or cells [Pamme and Manz(2004),Sahoo et al.(2005)Sahoo,
Goodarzi, Swihart, Ohulchanskyy, Kaur, Furlani, and Prasad,Pamme and
Wilhelm(2006),Donolato et al.(2011)Donolato, Torti, Kostesha, Deryabina, Sogne,
Vavassori, Hansen, and Bertacco,Lim et al.(2014)Lim, Reddy, Hu, Kim, Jadhav,
Abedini-Nassab, Noh, Lim, Yellen, and Kim], even blood cells or magnetotactic
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bacteria [Schu¨ler and Frankel(1999),Zborowski et al.(2003)Zborowski, Ostera, Moore,
Milliron, Chalmers, and Schechter,Han and Frazier(2004),Lee et al.(2004)Lee, Purdon,
Chu, and Westervelt]. Magnetic manipulation has also been applied to weakly
diamagnetic objects - examples include the levitation of water
femtodroplets [Lyuksyutov et al.(2004)Lyuksyutov, Naugle, and Rathnayaka] and small
animals, for example frogs in air [Simon and Geim(2000)] under strong magnetic field
gradients.
While the manipulation of a given object for the above mentioned examples is based
on its own magnetic properties, manipulation is also feasible for an object that is
non-magnetic, yet immersed in a magnetic medium; the physics of propagation and the
interactions of non-magnetic solid objects (beads) immersed in magnetic media, also
termed ‘magnetic holes’ have been well studied [Toussaint et al.(2004)Toussaint,
Akselvoll, Helgesen, Skjeltorp, and Flekkøy,De Gans et al.(1999)De Gans, Blom,
Philipse, and Mellema,De Gans et al.(2000)De Gans, Duin, Van den Ende, and
Mellema,Rosensweig(2013),Pieranski et al.(1996)Pieranski, Clausen, Helgesen, and
Skjeltorp,Helgesen et al.(1990)Helgesen, Pieranski, and Skjeltorp, Cˇerna´k
et al.(2004)Cˇerna´k, Helgesen, and Skjeltorp,Helgesen et al.(1990)Helgesen, Pieranski,
and Skjeltorp]. In the same category but more on the applied side, many organic
entities like cells and large molecules have been assembled in fluid dispersions of
magnetic nanoparticles [Yellen et al.(2005)Yellen, Hovorka, and Friedman,Torres-Dı´az
and Rinaldi(2014)]. In addition, magnetic holes in the form of water droplets immersed
in bulk ferrofluid have been actuated by magnets [Zhang et al.(2011)Zhang, Liang, Ai,
Hu, Wang, and Luo] or miniature coils [Padovani et al.(2016)Padovani, Jeffrey, and
Howe] inside pressure-based microchannels. Manipulating water droplets in magnetic
media instead of magnetic droplets (ferrofluidic or with some other magnetic trace) in
non-magnetic media [Schneider et al.(2008)Schneider, Garcia, and Marquez,Zhang
et al.(2009)Zhang, Liang, Ma, Mu, Hu, Wang, and Luo,Kahkeshani and
Di Carlo(2016),Varma et al.(2016)Varma, Ray, Wang, Wang, and Ramanujan,Ray
et al.(2017)Ray, Varma, Jayaneel, Sudharsan, Wang, and Ramanujan,Sung
et al.(2017)Sung, Kim, Choi, Kwak, and Sim] may help overcoming biocompatibility
limits in the later case, notably the opacity of the ferrofluid itself as well as additional
considerations like the pH value, the type of nanoparticles and the stabilizing surfactant
and general chemical compatibility [Kose et al.(2009)Kose, Fischer, Mao, and
Koser,Krebs et al.(2009)Krebs, Erb, Yellen, Samanta, Bajaj, Rotello, and Alsberg].
However, a purely magnetophoretic method for water droplets in magnetic media, that
is without pressure-based channels, is currently missing, thus rendering simultaneous
and precise control of the droplets challenging.
Here we present a platform for magnetophoretic control of water droplets, that is
diamagnetic with susceptibility χp ∼ −10−5 (practically non-magnetic) in bulk
hydrocarbon oil-based ferrofluid, that is paramagnetic with initial susceptibility χm ∼ 3.
Thus our system has a negative magnetic susceptibility difference ∆χ = χp − χm < 0.
In our platform, not only the water droplets provide a means of a possible biocompatible
encapsulation but also the ferric medium, due to the absolute value |∆χ|, increases the
magnetic force that is exerted on the water droplets [Pamme and Wilhelm(2006)] as
opposed to utilizing only the diamagnetic nature of water to manipulate droplets with
external magnetic fields [Lyuksyutov et al.(2004)Lyuksyutov, Naugle, and Rathnayaka].
The magnetophoretic control in our platform is based on using external magnetic
fields to magnetize permalloy tracks that create propagation pathways for the droplets.
A similar approach has been implemented with water-based ferrofluid droplets
immersed in silicone oil [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis, Cybulski, and Prakash] where
∆χ > 0. Here, in comparison to that previous implementation, we take the inverse
combination of fluids; the droplets are water (non-magnetic) and the surrounding liquid
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is magnetic. In particular, the surrounding liquid gets magnetized by two magnetic
fields. The first magnetic field Bn is perpendicular to the planar geometry, has a fixed
magnitude and uniformly magnetizes the surrounding liquid. The second magnetic field
Bi lies on the planar geometry, is rotating and magnetizes soft magnetic permalloy bars
that generate a non-uniform magnetic field B. Under this configuration, it has been
proven mathematically [Rosensweig(2013)] that the water droplet, although
non-magnetic, has an equivalent polarization that is the opposite to that of the
surrounding liquid. Intuitively, the permanent vertical magnetic field is responsible of a
”magnetic pressure” on the water droplet, associated with the magnetization drop
across the ferrofluid-water interface. Consequently, the magnetic field gradient
generated by the bars induce a magnetization difference at the front and back of the
droplet, resulting in a pressure difference which sets the droplet into motion.
Therefore,for ∆χ ∼ −3, the water droplets are attracted towards the negative gradients
of B as opposed to a ferrofluid droplet in non-magnetic liquid which would be attracted
towards positive gradients (Fig. 1a). Utilizing this attraction for the water droplets, we
used permalloy patterns of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars that get magnetized during the rotation of
the field Bi, creating propagation pathways for the droplets.
2 Experimental section
Scaling analysis
In our system, the droplets are of sub-millimeter size (diameters d = 200− 800 mm)
and propagate inside a Hele-Shaw flow chamber that consists of a bottom glass slide
that supports permalloy bars (typical lengths lbar ≈ 1 mm) and a top glass slide that
restrains the bulk ferrofluid and prevents evaporation. The height of the flow chamber
is hchamber = 400 mm, resulting in hchamber < d, meaning that the droplets are
generally tightly confined between the top and bottom slides.
To gain some insight into the physics of our system, we wrote four scaling numbers.
First, we calculated the capillary number Ca based on the dynamic viscosity of the oil
µoil, the typical velocity of the droplets Vdrop and the interfacial tension σ. We defined
the velocity scale as Vdrop = fLperiod, where f is the frequency of the rotating field Bi
and Lperiod is the length of the periodic block of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bar path that defines the
travelled distance within a full rotation of Bi (Fig. 1b). Then we wrote the capillary
number as:
Ca =
µoilfLperiod
σ
(1)
The capillary number expresses the ratio between the viscous and capillary forces in
our system . Using typical values of µoil = 5 mPas, Lperiod = 1.5 mm, f = 5 Hz,
(Fig.2d) and σ = 4 · 10−3 N/m, we calculated Ca ≈ 10−2 which means that the droplets
are not expected to break-up due to viscous forces, being held together by the capillary
forces which are greater than the former by at least an order of magnitude.
Next, to gain insight into the break-up of droplets due to magnetic forces, we
calculated the magnetic Webber number Wem as the ratio between the magnetostatic
energy Em which tends to increase the surface area of the bulk ferrofluid under the
influence of the magnetization Mn (in other words, break the bulk ferrofluid into
distinct droplets) over the surface tension energy Eσ that tends to minimize the total
surface area thereby preventing break-up. We defined the energy Em and based on the
fact that the droplets are tightly confined within the flow chamber (hchamber < d) we
approximated the shape of the droplet as a rigid cylinder of diameter d and height h.
We therefore defined the volume Vcylinder = pid
2h/4, and write Em = µoMn
2Vcylinder/2
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where µo is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum. In addition, we defined the
energy Eσ = σScylinder where Scylinder = pidh+ pid
2/2 is the surface of the cylinder. By
assuming h ∼ d and combining the expressions for Em and Eσ, we obtained the
magnetic Webber number:
Wem =
µoMn
2d
12σ
(2)
The magnetic Webber number indicates that a stable droplet volume can be
achieved if equation (2) is unit one. To get the maximum droplet size that is stable, we
set equation (2) equal to one and solved with respect to the droplet diameter d and
obtained dmax,stable = 12σ/(µoM
2
n). In our system, for the order of magnitude
Mn = 250 G, and µo = 4pi · 10−7N/A2, we calculated dmax,stable ∼ 100 µm which
indicates the instability of the bulk ferrofluid volume. However, the fact that
dmax,stable < d in our system means that we can use magnetic forces to break-up
droplets at will from the bulk ferrofluid-water interface.
In addition, we calculated the Reynolds number Re based on µoil, the density of the
oil ρoil, Vdrop = fLperiod and the droplet diameter d:
Re =
ρoilfLperiodd
µoil
(3)
The Reynolds number expresses the ratio between the inertial and viscous forces in
the flow region around the droplets. For the values we used to evaluate equation (1) and
ρoil = 1.28kg/m
3, d = 400 mm, we calculated Re ≈ 1 which indicates that inertial
forces in the flow region around the droplets is expected to be comparable to the viscous
forces. However, since we used the droplet diameter d as the relevant length scale for
the Reynolds number in equation (3), our argument for the balance between the inertial
and the viscous forces concerns the bulk region around the droplet and not the thin
lubrication film in the contact region between the droplets the the top and bottom
plates where the relevant length scale is the thickness of the lubrication film e which is
challenging to calculate based on the complex rheology of the ferrofluid, the magnetic
fields affecting the lubrication film and the surface energies of the ferrofluid-water-plate
interface. Nevertheless, we expect that the lubrication film should be orders of
magnitude smaller than the droplet diameter e << d, from previous works [Maruvada
and Park(1996),Rabaud et al.(2011)Rabaud, Thibault, Raven, Hugon, Lacot, and
Marmottant,Ling et al.(2016)Ling, Fullana, Popinet, and Josserand,Zhu and
Gallaire(2016)] where bubbles or droplets are tightly confined in the Hele-Shaw chamber
similar to our system (hchamber < d). Even though, the e is not a tractable measure like
d, we expect that the flow in the contact area between the droplet and the plates to be
dominated by viscous forces rather than inertial forces.
Last, we calculated the Stokes number St as the ratio between the viscous relaxation
time scale τrelax over the forcing time scale τforcing. We defined the viscous relaxation
time scale as τrelax ≈ ρoild2/µoil expressing the relevant time scale for a particle with
diameter d moving at a fluid medium with density ρoil and viscosity µoil to come to a
halt based on the effect of viscous forces. Note that this formula of τrelax represents an
upper limit for two reasons. First, we used the droplet diameter d as the length scale
even though most of the viscous dissipation is expected to occur at the contact area
between the droplet and the plates [Rabaud et al.(2011)Rabaud, Thibault, Raven,
Hugon, Lacot, and Marmottant,Ling et al.(2016)Ling, Fullana, Popinet, and Josserand],
where the relevant length scale is the thickness of lubrication film e for which e << d.
Second, in the factors greater than one that results in the derivation [Brennen(2005)] of
the formula for τrelax. Furthermore, we defined the forcing time scale as τforcing ≈ 1/f ,
where f is the frequency of the rotating magnetic field Bi which periodically sets the
droplets into motion. Combining these two time scales we can write:
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St =
ρoilfd
2
µoil
(4)
The Stokes number expresses how fast the droplet can react to a disturbance (in our
case the periodic forcing by Bi with frequency f) with respect to the viscous forces
which determine how the fluid can transmit the momentum disturbance, in other words
dissipate momentum. Here, for the same values used in equations (1,3,4), we calculated
St = 10−1 which as an upper limit of low value, indicates that the droplet reacts fact to
the periodic forcing f , dissipating momentum instantaneously. Therefore, we can
approximate the motion of the droplet as quasi-steady where at any given time instance
the magnetic force Fm is matched with the hydrodynamic force Fd.
In addition to writing down scaling numbers for the moving water droplets, we made
scaling arguments for particles - smaller than the water droplets - that we seeded into
the bulk ferrofluid to perform Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis for visualizing
the bulk flow. The movement of the seeding particles should effectively visualize the
flow of the bulk ferrofluid if two conditions are met: first, their inertial forces are
negligible allowing them to respond immediately to any disturbance from the bulk flow
and second, their magnetic forces are much smaller than the hydrodynamic resistance
forces. In terms of the first condition, we invoked equation (4) and calculated
St ≈ 10−5 for typical size of seeding particles [Westerweel(1997)] of diameter
dp = 10 µm thus showing that this condition is met. In terms of the second condition,
the magnetic forces on the seeding particles are non-zero because the particles do not
have the same magnetic susceptibility coefficient with the bulk ferrofluid, that is
χp = χm in equation (??). Thus the seeding particles, similar to the water droplets,
behave as ‘magnetic holes’. To estimate the how the magnetic forces compare to the
hydrodynamic forces induced by the motion of the surrounding bulk fluid, we wrote
down scaling arguments for their magnitudes.
The magnitude for the magnetic forces on the particle can be written as
Fmp = Vp|~5(MpB)— where Vp = 4/3pidp2 is the volume of the spherical particle,
Mp = −Mn is the equivalent magnetization of the particle that is equal and opposite to
that of the bulk ferrofluid [Rosensweig(2013)], and B is the magnetic field generated by
the bar. Assuming uniform magnetization Mp and a gradient of magnetic field B along
a single reference axis, x that is |~5B| = ϑB/ϑx, we can write
Fmp = (4/3)pidp
3MnϑB/ϑx. The magnitude for hydrodynamic forces on the particle
can be written based on Stokes flow [White(2006)] as Fdp = 3piµoildpVp where
Vp = fLperiod is the velocity induced by the movement of the droplet. Taking the ratio
of the two expressions for Fmp and Fdp we get:
Fmp
Fdp
=
4dp
2Mn
9µoilfLperiod
ϑB
ϑx
(5)
For the same values we used for evaluating equations (2,3), and
ϑB/ϑx ≈ 120 G/mm from previous modeling work [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis,
Cybulski, and Prakash], we calculated Fmp/Fdp ≈ 10−10. This value shows the
dominance of the hydrodynamic over the magnetic forces and implies that the motion of
the particles owning to the magnetic forces will be suspended owning to the motion of
the bulk ferrofluid in the proximity with a moving water droplet. Therefore, in our
system we can effectively visualize the flow of bulk ferrofluid.
Flow chamber
Both the bottom and top glass slides were made by cutting microscope glass slides of
thickness 1 mm (Fisherbrand) in 25× 25 mm squares using a glass cutter with a
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carbide wheel (Fletcher-Terry company). The patterning of the permalloy bars on the
bottom glass slide was carried out using a 3W diode pumped solid state UV laser cutter
(DPSS Lasers Inc.). A permalloy foil of thickness t = 25 µm (Supermalloy C,
composition Ni77/Fe14/Cu 5/Mo 4, Goodfellows) was bonded on the bottom glass slide,
using Epoxy glue (Loctite E-30CL) and cured at room temperature for 24 hours. Then,
to pattern the shapes of the permalloy bars, the laser cutter was programmed to etch
the foil. Next, the permalloy foil was peeled off the glass slide, leaving the etched shapes
of the permalloy bar shapes. The sample was then cleaned with compressed air and
spin-coated with Teflon at 1500 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 30 sec. The
Teflon-coated sample was cured on a hot plate at 90oC for 1 hour. To complete the
Hele-Shaw flow chamber, the top glass slide, similarly coated with Teflon, was added on
top of the chip using 0.006” thick rubber sheets (Mac Master Car) as spacers. The top
glass slide has a carved circle of depth of 20 µm etched using the laser cutter. The
carved circle acted as a capillary groove ring (Fig. 1c) that prevented the bulk ferrofluid
from forming instabilities causing leakage out from the flow chamber Bn as indicated by
evaluating dmax,stable ≈ 100µm .
Imaging system
To obtain high-speed video data of the propagating water droplets, a custom darkfield
illumination imaging system was developed. A brightfield illumination imaging system
utilizing reflected microscopy had been used before [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis,
Cybulski, and Prakash] but could not attain sufficient contrast to image the water
droplets because of the opacity of the bulk ferrofluid oil. In order to enhance contrast, a
custom illumination ring was created by machining a board plate with copper coating of
≈ 0.5 mm using a programmable micromil (Modela RDX-20, Roland) to create copper
pads for the serial connection of ten high power LEDs (White 4000K, Mouser
electronics). The LED ring was driven by a DC power supply (GW Instek GPD4303S)
at a voltage of approximately 30V. This LED ring was placed on top of the chip (Fig.
2d) and mounted on a microscope objective (Mitutoyo Infinity-Corrected lens 2X, 10X).
The optical path from the objective leads to a high-speed camera (Phantom Camera
v1210 Vision Research) through a 90o mirror. The sampling frequency fs during the
image acquisition was in 30 to 2000 frames per second. The darkfield illumination
through the peripheral lighting provided by the LED ring allowed for high contrast in
the video images, revealing a definite interface between the water droplets (high
brightness region) and the bulk ferrofluid (low brightness region).
Apparatus of electromagnets
The two magnetic fields Bi, Bn were induced to the microfluidic chip through a system
of electromagnetic coils [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis, Cybulski, and Prakash]. The
same system included a cooling system for the chip, a microcontroller, and Hall effect
sensors to measure the magnitudes of the magnetic field.
Fluids
For our working fluids, an immiscible solution of deionized (DI) water droplets in light
hydrocarbon ferrofluidic oil (EMG 905, Ferrotec) was used. The viscosity of the
ferrofluidic oil was µf = 3 cSt. To insert the fluid in the flow chamber, the ferrofluid
was first pipetted on the chip (volumes Vf = 100− 140 µL) . Then, the water was
added, with a surfactant volume concentration CT20 = 0.06− 0.6% (Tween 20, Fisher
Scientific). The surfactant, by decreasing the interfacial tension, enables the droplets to
further deform and thus to increase the magnitude of the magnetization difference
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accross its length, resulting in an stronger actuation force. In addition, the surfactant is
qualitatively expected that the decrease in interfacial tension will reduce the
hydrodynamic drag exerted on the moving droplet [Dangla(2012)].
Image Analysis
In order to track the droplets in the raw video data, a custom code was written in
MATLAB. Owing to the darkfield illumination system, the droplets appeared as high
brightness pixel regions. The droplets were then tracked based on a brightness threshold
set on the each frame of the video sequence after subtracting the average image of the
sequence. Multiple droplets were tracked using a nearest-neighbor tracking algorithm.
The centroid coordinates as well as other geometric dimensions were extracted out of
those regions, after eroding and dilating the pixel regions representing the droplets. The
coordinates of the centroids were smoothed using a moving average filter with a span
value equal to five. Then, the velocities of the droplets were calculated by using the
second order finite-difference scheme on the smoothed coordinates of the droplets over
subsequent frames. The boundaries of the droplets were derived by interpolating splines
on the edges of the pixel regions representing the droplets. The asynchronization events
(loop occurrences) were automatically detected by comparing the actual traveled
distance of the droplet to the one expected.
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
To visualize the flow of the bulk ferrofluid, the bulk ferrofluid was seeded with
Micro-Fine Teflon (Polytetrafluoroethylene or PTFE) particles (Howard Piano
industries) which had an average diameter of dp = 3 µm. These teflon particles were
selected because they maintained a distinct optical signal within the dark brown opaque
oil-based ferrofluid even though they did not have the same magnetic susceptibility
coefficient as the bulk ferrofluid; the Teflon beads are practically non-magnetic objects
with χp = 0 and therefore are set in motion in the bulk ferrofluid behaving as ‘magnetic
holes’. However, it was deemed that they can effectively visualize the flow of the bulk
ferrofluid based on the numerical result of equation (5). To analyze the PIV data, we
used an open source software [Thielicke and Stamhuis(2014)]. To improve the accuracy
of the analysis, the PIV analysis was applied only where the bulk ferrofluid was present;
using the image analysis code all water droplets that were tracked and their
corresponding regions were excluded from the PIV analysis.
3 Results and discussion
Kinematics of propagating droplets
We first performed experiments with water droplets immersed in bulk oil-based
ferrofluid (Fig. 1b,c). Upon activation of the magnetic fields Bi, Bn, the water droplets
started propagating on top of the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars. Our system is capable of
manipulating multiple droplets simultaneously (Fig. 2a) using these two magnetic fields
Bi, Bn. The deactivation of the magnetic field Bn can cause the droplets to stop their
propagation momentarily until Bn is activated again (Fig. 2b and supplementary video
1) thus causing the droplets to resume their propagation. Furthermore, reversing the
rotation of Bi can cause the droplets to switch the direction of their propagation;
droplets propagating in closed loops of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars switched from propagating
clockwise to counterclockwise (supplementary video 2). Furthermore, the
magnetophoretic control is robust as shown by the overlapping droplet trajectories in
the closed loops (supplementary video 2).
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In addition to manipulating multiple droplets simultaneously, we performed
experiments with single water droplets in order to study their detailed kinematics.
Using our image analysis code, we tracked the propagating droplets and calculated their
trajectories and velocities. We observed that the trajectories of the propagating droplets
are serpentine (Fig. 2a and supplementary video 3) owing to the fact that the poles
formed on the bars do not lie on a straight line. The propagation is a result of the
rotation of the field Bi which activates the alternating magnetic poles on the ‘T’ and ‘I’
bars making pathways for the droplets. Therefore, when the field Bi rotates at a higher
frequency, the droplets propagate at higher speeds (Fig. 2b). If we compare the droplet
trajectories (Fig. 2a) for frequency f = 2 Hz versus f = 3Hz, we observe that for each
of the four cardinal angles ϕ = (0o, 90o, 180o, 270o) of Bi, the droplet at f = 2 Hz has
traveled more distance across the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars than the droplet at f = 3 Hz. We
observe the same phenomenon when comparing the trajectories for f = 3 Hz versus
f = 4 Hz. We attribute this phenomenon to the greater viscous dissipation that occurs
as a result of the higher droplet speeds induced at increased frequencies f . In other
words, as the frequency f increases, it becomes more difficult for the droplet to follow
the activated poles on the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars, resulting in a delay within the cycle of Bi
that gets corrected, nevertheless, by the end of the cycle and the propagation remains
synchronous. The same phenomenon had previously been observed in a similar
magnetophoretic platform with ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars using the inverse combination of fluids,
that is, ferrofluid droplets in oil carrier fluid [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis, Cybulski,
and Prakash]. Similar to that system, here the viscous forces dominate over the inertial
forces, also indicated by St ≈ 0.1 from equation (4) and the droplets propagate with a
pattern of sudden accelerations and decelerations (Fig. 2d) induced by each of the
distinct magnetic poles that get activated the angular orientations of Bi thus
prescribing the droplet trajectories.
Efficiency of propagation
In addition to the droplet kinematics (Fig. 2), we explored the efficiency of propagation,
that is the limit of frequency f after which the droplets will lose their synchronization.
To realize this experimentally, we studied the propagation of droplets (diameters
d = 250− 800 µm, or 1− 3 times the width of the bars) in linear tracks of ‘T’ and ‘I’
bars for frequencies in the range f = 2− 8 Hz. In these ranges, we observed that
propagation of the droplets remains synchronous with the rotation of the field Bi for
frequencies f ≤ 5 Hz and droplet diameters d from 1 to 2.5 times the width w of the
bars (Fig. 3). In other words, for f ≤ 5 Hz, the water droplets propagate covering the
length Lperiod of the periodic block of T’ and ‘I’ bars for every full of rotation of Bi.
However, for f > 5 Hz the droplets occasionally fail to propagate for a number Na out
of a total number of rotations Nt of Bi, that is the droplets lose their synchronization
with Bi . To characterize the occurrences of these asynchronization events, we defined
the propagation efficiency ηp:
ηp =
Nt −Na
Nt
(6)
We observed that for f > 5 Hz, the efficiency of propagation decreased gradually
leading to ηp = 0 at f = 8 Hz (Fig. 3). We attribute this failure to the delay within the
cycle due to the greater viscous forces, similar to the delay we observed for f < 5 Hz
(Fig. 2), however for f > 5 Hz, this delay cannot be compensated for within the cycle,
leading to asynchronization events and, eventually to no propagation (Fig. 3)
Interestingly, we observe that the shape of the droplets in the range
d = 300− 1000 µm changes during propagation (supplementary videos 1-2), which we
expected since the droplets were over the stability limit dmax,stable ≈ 100µm we derived
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from equation (2). However, we observed that the droplets did not break-up while
propagating in the linear tracks of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars.
In terms of the kinematics and efficiency of propagation, it is interesting to compare
the current system to the previous one with the inverse combination of fluids [Katsikis
et al.(2015)Katsikis, Cybulski, and Prakash] in which ferrofluid droplets were
manipulated in silicone oil. The kinematics and efficiency as well as shape deformation
are determined by interplay between the magnetic force and the hydrodynamic
resistance force. From a physical standpoint, we would expect the two systems to be
practically identical if the parameters for these forces were matched. In particular, the
magnetic force depends on the difference ∆χ = χp − χm between the magnetic
susceptibilities of the particle and medium correspondingly. The hydrodynamic drag
depends on the interfacial tension σ between the two liquid phases and the coated wall
surfaces, and the viscosities of the droplets and bulk fluid µdrop, µoil. While the
kinematics are qualitatively similar between the two systems, exact matching was not
possible due to differences in these parameters as well as some technical considerations.
For example, in the current system we expected that the teflon layer at the coated
surfaces constituted a hydrophobic, yet not oleophobic coating for the bulk ferrofluidic
hydrocarbon oil resulting in different wetting properties; in practice we observed that
the teflon layer inside the top glass (Fig. 1c) was wetted by the bulk ferrofluid and the
water droplets appeared with a orange color (Supplemetary Videos 1,3). The teflon
layer also showed faster deterioration being exposed to the bulk ferrofluidic hydrocarbon
oil than the bulk silicone oil [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis, Cybulski, and Prakash]
affecting the performance, possibly contributing to a lower synchronization limit of
5 Hz as opposed to 10 Hz in the previous system.
PIV analysis of bulk ferrofluid
Aside from the kinematics of the water droplets, we studied the movement of the bulk
ferrofluid using PIV analysis. In particular, we tested the displacement of the seeding
teflon particles in the bulk ferrofluid covering the permalloy bars that were under the
influence of the two magnetic fields Bi, Bn. We studied the movement of the bulk
ferrofluid both in the absence and in the presence of propagating water droplets
(supplementary video 4). In the absence of water droplets, the particles oscillate without
translating. This oscillation is the result of the magnetic force that the beads are
subjected to as they effectively behave as magnetic holes. However, this magnetic force
cannot result into a net propagation because the magnetic force is too low in
comparison to the hydrodynamic resistance force that the beads would need to
overcome if they were to move over the length scales of the bars, as indicated by the
result of equation (5).Nevertheless, we noticed that in practice this magnetic force was
sufficient to cause the particles to concentrate in the vicinity of the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars (Fig.
4a and Supplementary Video 4). As expected from continuity of the bulk ferrofluid
behaving as an incompressible fluid, the oscillatory motion of the particles shows that
the bulk ferrofluid does not translate by itself even though it is subjected to magnetic
forces. The only net motion of the ferrofluid that we observed was located at the edge
of the chip were there is the interface of the ferrofluid with the surrounding air.
In the presence of propagating water droplets, the seeding particles translate, thus
mapping the flow of the bulk ferrofluid around the propagating droplets (Fig. 4b,
Supplementary Video 5). From a geometric point of view, our system bears resemblance
to Hele-Shaw configurations of confined droplets driven by pressure differences [Beatus
et al.(2012)Beatus, Bar-Ziv, and Tlusty]. In these systems, typically with Re ∼ 10−4 to
10−2, the inertial forces in the flow field around the droplets are negligible in
comparison to the viscous forces. Using the Darcy approximation, the flow field around
the droplet is given by a 2D potential in a quasi-2D channel and by taking the two
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sidewalls as a sum of image dipoles, a tractable mathematical formulation is derived
leading to a scaling of Vflow ∼ r−2 where r is the distance away from the surface of the
droplet. This scaling Vflow ∼ r−2 is valid for r < W , where W is defined as twice the
distance between the center of the confined droplet from the channel wall, where for a
tightly confined system (chamber height hchamber such that hchamber < d where d is
droplet diameter) W = d. For r > W , Vflow decays exponentially [Beatus
et al.(2012)Beatus, Bar-Ziv, and Tlusty] related to the degree of confinement. In our
system, the inertial forces of the bulk fluid are not negligible as indicated by Re ≈ 1
from equation (3) and we investigated the decay of the velocity of the flow field around
the propagating water droplets. To characterize the flow field of the bulk ferrofluid, we
extracted the magnitude of the droplet velocity over time as a given droplet propagated
across a periodic block of ’T’ and ’I’ bars 4a). Next, we performed PIV analysis on the
flow field (Fig. 4b) and separated for the four instances during the cycle where the
droplet velocity reached a local peak Vpeak (Fig. 4b,c: numbers 1− 4). Then, for every
one of the four instances where a Vpeak occurred, we calculated the magnitude Vs of the
flow field away from the droplet, across the direction s of its instantaneous velocity (Fig.
4d: numbers 1− 4). Using a non-linear least-squares method, we conducted a model fit
of the form Vs ∼ sα to the experimental data. We thus obtained α = −1.7 to −1.3
which lies close to the reference value αref = −2. We attribute this deviation of α from
αref to inertial effects as Re ≈ 1 which also create a ‘memory’ in the flow field. Since
inertia is present, the flow does not respond immediately to the movement of the
droplet as the latter propagate a pattern of sudden accelerations and decelerations (Fig.
2d). We hypothesize that the deformation of the droplet due to magnetic forces during
propagation might also play an effect in the characteristics of the flow field. We will
save a more thorough investigation into the scaling of the flow field for future efforts.
Study of droplet break-up
The magnetic forces in our system can also be used for functions other than
transporting droplets. In fact, we used the same ‘T’ and ‘I’ permalloy bars as basic
blocks to create junctions where droplets break-up into satellite droplets (Fig. 5a and
supplementary video 5). When a droplet arrives at one of these junctions, it is
subjected to opposing magnetic forces that pull the droplet along two opposite paths.
As a result of these opposing forces, the droplet stretches and divides into two satellite
droplets; each of the satellite droplets is diverted into one of the two opposite paths.
Previous work has been reported with T-shaped junctions that have been implemented
to break droplets in pressure-driven microchannels using shear stress [Link
et al.(2004)Link, Anna, Weitz, and Stone,Garstecki et al.(2006)Garstecki, Fuerstman,
Stone, and Whitesides,Tan et al.(2004)Tan, Fisher, Lee, Cristini, and Lee]; however, our
design relies solely on magnetic forces that act on the bulk ferrofluid and, in turn, affect
the water droplets. Here, we created the junction for break-up prompted by both the
stability limit dmax,stable ≈ 100µm that our droplet sizes exceed, and a simple
analytical calculation from previous modeling work [Katsikis et al.(2015)Katsikis,
Cybulski, and Prakash] that shows that the magnetic force is comparable to the force
owning to the interfacial tension between the bulk ferrofluid and the water. In
particular, for the range of droplet diameters of d = 100− 1000 µm, we calculated that
the magnetic force lies in the range Fmag = 10− 30 µN and the interfacial tension force
that tends to keep the droplet intact is of the order Fσ = σ · d2 = 1− 10 µN . The
magnitudes of Fmag, Fσ are similar showing droplet break-up is possible.
In our system, the droplet break-up takes place as a two-step dynamic process over
the course of a half-cycle rotation of the field Bi, that is ∆ϕ ∼ 180o. In the first step
(ϕ ∼ 90o → 180o or bar positions 2→ 3 in Fig.5a), the droplet gets elongated as a
result of two opposing forces exerted by a ‘I’ and a ‘T’ bar placed bilaterally on the
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droplet. The ‘I’ and a ‘T’ bars are simultaneously activated by Bi (positions ‘3’ on
Fig.5a). In the second step (ϕ ∼ 180o → 270o or bar positions 3→ 4 in Fig.5a), the
elongated droplet is pulled from both sides, forms a neck, and then breaks up as a result
of opposing forces from two new activated bars (positions ‘4’ on Fig. 5a). The droplet
thus breaks into two satellite droplets that are diverted into two opposite paths.
However, we showed experimentally that droplets do not necessarily break up at the
junction, unless their diameter is above a threshold size. To characterize this threshold,
we investigated the ability of our junction to perform droplet break-up at f = 2 Hz for
droplet diameters ranging from d = 200− 500 µm (Fig. 5b and supplementary Video 5).
We found that droplets with diameters smaller than dmin ∼ 400 µm do not break-up
(Fig. 5c). On the other hand, droplets above dmin ∼ 400 µm break up into two satellite
droplets (Fig. 5d) that are not equal in diameter. In fact, the ratio of their diameters is
rsatellite ∼ 2, and we attribute this to the fact that the placement of the ‘T’ and ‘I’
bars in the junction is not symmetric, causing a ‘bias’ in favor of one of the two
opposite paths. It is also interesting to note that when a droplet that enters the
T-junction is below the threshold diameter limit dmin, it is diverted towards the path
that has the ‘bias’. The performance of the T-junction for different arrangements of ‘T’
and ‘I’ bars and for higher frequencies f as well as the derivation of a scaling law
explaining this breakup will be saved for future efforts.
Study of droplet-to-droplet repulsions
Complementary to droplet break-up, we investigated the droplet-to-droplet repulsion .
As previously established, two non-magnetic objects immersed in magnetic media are
subject to a magnetostatic energy term [Toussaint et al.(2004)Toussaint, Akselvoll,
Helgesen, Skjeltorp, and Flekkøy]:
U =
µf
4pi
σ2
(1− 3cos2θ
r3
) (7)
Based on this theory, a droplet-to-droplet repulsion force results from the
minimization of this energy term from equation (7). In fact, we calculated that the force
Frepulsion = −~5U) is of the order of Frepulsion ≈ 50µN therefore comparable a force
from a polarized bar. Therefore, two droplets that come in proximity, driven by a
magnetic force from a common magnetic pole will be subject to an additional repulsion
force that may prevent their merging. To investigate the antagonism between these two
forces, we reversed the direction of the Bi field in the junction for break-up (Fig. 5) and
observed that we could not merge the satellite droplets into a single droplet. We also
tested the droplet-to-droplet repulsion in specially designed geometry featuring a double
bar geometry (6a) to increase the magnetic force pulling the two droplets to the same
location (6b) but observed that the repulsive force between the droplets prevented their
merging (6d and supplementary video 6. Merging the droplets thus requires a different
design where either the magnetic force of the bar is augmented by an additional local
stimuli, for example a local magnetic field or a geometric feature that facilitates
coalescence.
4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated magnetophoretic control of water droplets in bulk hydrocarbon
oil-based ferrofluid. Even though the water droplets are essentially non-magnetic (water
is weakly diamagnetic), they are subject to a magnetic force that is a result of their
magnetic surrounding fluid. PIV analysis shows that the bulk ferrofluid is stationary
unless there is a water in proximity. The magnetophoretic control of the water droplets
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is synchronous because it is based on a single magnetic field Bi that sets all droplets
into motion. In addition, we have demonstrated a proof-of-principle droplet generator,
designed tracks of bars for breaking-up droplets and showed repulsion forces in pairs of
adjacent droplets.
Extending the system towards direct applications would, however, require several
investigations that we will save for future efforts. First, for the application domain it
would be necessary to include external, ‘on-demand’ user interference with the system
which would require embedded electrodes placed beneath the permalloy bars. These
electrodes could be actuated with electric currents to produce local magnetic fields that
would selectively alter the behavior of the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars. Second, in order to
accommodate biology or chemical experiments with smaller droplets of diameters of the
order of d = 10− 50 µm, it would be essential to scale down the system. The latter
could be accomplished with standard microfabrications techniques, including but not
limited to electroplatting [Barako et al.(2015)Barako, Roy-Panzer, English, Kodama,
Asheghi, Kenny, and Goodson]. Third, the biocompatibility of the system would need to
be checked; a water droplet is an ideal system for biological and chemical
experiments [Teh et al.(2008)Teh, Lin, Hung, and Lee,Schneider et al.(2013)Schneider,
Kreutz, and Chiu] but the presence of the ferric bulk fluid could potentially result in
iron anions (Fe+2 etc etc) leaching into the water droplet, as general crosstalk of
components may occur [Chen et al.(2012)Chen, Gani, and Tang], thus depriving the
droplets of its ability to act as a carrier of a number of experiments. Fourth, even if the
biocompatibility can be guaranteed it should be necessary to develop de-emulsifying
techniques to extract the bulk ferrofluid for subsequent steps in the analysis. Fifth,
technical considerations need to be made based on recent advances with respect to
improving the surface properties of the coating of the working surfaces to make them
superoleophobic [Feng and Jiang(2006),Tuteja et al.(2007)Tuteja, Choi, Ma, Mabry,
Mazzella, Rutledge, McKinley, and Cohen,Liu et al.(2009)Liu, Wang, Wei, Song, and
Jiang,Xue et al.(2012)Xue, Liu, and Jiang] as a means to increase the speed/frequency
of the system.
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Figure 1. Schematic of operating principle and experimental device: (a) Schematic of
magnetophoretic approach for manipulation of an object using local gradients of magnetic
field B generated by a permalloy bar with magnetization Mb induced by a field Bi. On
the left panel, a ferrofluid droplet inside a bulk non-magnetic liquid is polarized by a field
Bn and moves towards positive field gradients of B. On the right panel, the bulk fluid
is polarized by the field Bn which is equivalent to the water droplet having an opposite
magnetization [Rosensweig(2013)] and thus the droplet moves towards negative field
gradients of B. (b) Permalloy ‘I’ and ‘T’ bars that get magnetized during the rotation
of the magnetic field Bi , forming a series of poles along the sequence 1− 2− 3− 4 that
creates a propagation pathway for the water droplet (has equivalent polarization with
orientation opposite to what Bn would induce to a magnetic object). c) Cross-section
view of the fluidic chip that contains a capillary groove ring to contain the instabilities of
the bulk oil-based ferrofluid. d) Schematic of water droplet generator in bulk ferrofluid
which is a modified set-up from previous work [?]. The water is supplied through a teflon
tube at a height hw from the surface of the chip. The height of the chamber is symbolized
with hchamber. The magnetic force Fmag generating the droplet from the teflon tube is
shown with red color. The color notation is the same as in (c). e) Sequential snapshots
from experiments with the set-up of (d) generating droplets propagating on winding
tracks of ‘I’ and ‘T’ bars with f = 2 Hz, Bi = 40 G, Bn = 250 G. The structure with
the mustard color is the teflon tube. The droplets appear with orange-red color because
of presence of ferrofluidic film on the top glass. The red dashed circles indicate the
outlet of the teflon tube and the yellow dashed circle the position of a given droplet at
t = 0, 2.5, 4.5 sec.
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Figure 2. Kinematics of propagating water droplets, immersed in bulk oil-based
ferrofluid. (a) Snapshot of four droplets, noted by numbers 1 − 4, propagating in a
counter-clockwise direction on a closed loop of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars, drawn with light blue
color. b) Kymogram of travelled distance ∆L of the droplets of (a) versus time t. The
green and red color-bands indicate bias field Bn = 250 G and Bn = 0 G respectively.
c) Droplet trajectories of a water droplet of diameter d = 300 µm (channel height
h = 380 µm) where the in-plane rotating field Bi is rotating a clockwise at three
frequencies, f = 2, 3, 4 Hz. The color of the trajectories represents the magnitude of the
horizontal component of Vx. The numbers 1− 8 denote the local velocity maxima Vx.
Purple numbers/circles indicate the four cardinal angles ϕ = (0o, 90o, 180o, 270o). The
trajectories are repeatable over each 360o cycle. The image background has been removed
from the images and the grey color indicates the bulk oil-based ferrofluid. The angle ϕ
denotes the instantaneous angular orientation of Bi (a) and is proportional to normalized
time tf with ϕ(t) = 2pift. The parentheses indicate the angles ϕ that correspond to each
potential well. d) Diagrams of Velocity Vx versus ϕ for f = 2− 4 Hz. Black numbers
indicate the same Vx maxima shown in (a) and the numbers in the parentheses indicate
the angles ϕ where these maxima occur. The vertical color-bands indicate each quadrant
of ϕ. Experiments performed at Bi = 40 G, Bn = 250 G. Viscosities µdrop = 1 µPas,
µoil = 3 µPas.
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is highlighted with green color and the inset illustrates the range [dmin/w, dmax/w] of
droplet diameters d that propagate synchronously in that regime where w is the width
of the bars.
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Figure 4. PIV analysis of the flow field around droplet of diameter d = 350 µm
propagating at f = 2 Hz with Bi = 40 G, Bn = 250 G. a) Snapshot of a single water
droplet, shown as a bright spot, propagating rightwards. The smaller bright spots are
the seeding particles. The trajectory of the droplet is colored based on the instantaneous
magnitude of the velocity V of the droplet. The positions, where local velocity peaks
Vpeak of V occur, are marked with the numbers 1− 4. The corresponding droplet shapes
at positions 1− 4 are colored according to the values of Vpeak. b) Contours and vector
fields of the velocity of the droplet V for the positions 1− 4. c) Magnitude of velocity
V as a function of time t. Each velocity peak Vpeak at positions 1− 4, shown in (a), (b)
is also marked. d) Plots of velocity Vs of flow field of bulk ferrofluid along the direction
s of instantaneous droplet velocity V at positions 1− 4 with similar coloring scheme as
in (c). The velocities Vs are normalized by Vpeak and the distance s by the radius of the
droplet r. The black curves are model fits of the form Vs ∼ sα where α is calculated
with non-linear least-squares method. The estimation ranges, shown with ±, indicate
95% confidence bounds.
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Figure 5. Junction of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars for inducing droplet break-up. a) Schematic
of junction showing the break-up of a single droplet (dashed lines) into two satellite
droplets (continuous lines) over two cycles of Bi. The black numbers 1− 4 denote the
potential wells on the bars activated by the angular orientations of Bi prescribing the
droplet trajectories (red) . b) Graph of the droplet diameters tested where white circles
indicate droplets exiting the junction intact. Black diamonds indicate droplets breaking
up. c,d) Snapshots from experiments (Supplementary Video 5) where the droplet exits
the junction intact (c) or breaks up (d). The asterisks correspond to the points in (b).
The snapshots are presented half-opaque and the overlayed dark grey rectangular shapes
represent the ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars which are not visible under the opaque bulk ferrofluid.
Droplet shapes and trajectories are colored based on the elapsed time. Experiments
performed at Bi = 40 G, Bn = 250 G and f = 2 Hz.
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Figure 6. Junction of ‘T’ and ‘I’ bars for demonstrating droplet repulsion. a,b)
Schematics of junction for droplet (blue) passing freely on the junction (a) and droplet
(blue) repulsed by another droplet (red) crossing the junction (b). The black numbers
1 − 4 denote the potential wells on the bars activated by the angular orientations of
Bi, prescribing the droplet trajectories, shown in corresponding blue and red colors.
The droplets are shown over 3 consecutive cycles Bi and their shape is shown with
sparse dashed, dense dashed and continuous lines. c,d) Snapshots from experiment
demonstrating the free passing of droplet (c) and the repulsion of the droplet (d)
corresponding to schematics (a) and (b) respectively. As long as a second droplet crosses
the junction the droplet coming from the top will be repulsed into a loop over the bars
(Supplementary Video 6). The notation is the same as in Fig.5.Experiments performed
at Bi = 40 G, Bn = 250 G and f = 2 Hz.
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